
3.5in (9cm) Cable Labels, 100 Pack, White, Hook-to-Hook Fastener Cable Tags, Write-On Cord 
Labels for Cable Management, Cord Identification Tags

Product ID: CABLE-TAG-HLWH

Conveniently label and organize cable runs, using this 100-pack of 3.5in (9cm) Hook-to-Hook Cable Tags.

These hook-to-hook style fastener straps provide a quick and clean solution to cable tagging. The tags are free of any 
adhesives, enabling quick and residue-free removal. The tags function as write-on labels to provide clear and concise 
cable identification in high-density cabling environments, such as data centers and server rooms.

The hook-to-hook cable labels are suitable for use with permanent or dark ink marker to identify cables and wired IT 
peripherals. The cable tags are simple to apply and remove. This 100 pack of labels can be used to organize multiple 
setups. Add these to your kit, to ensure all new cable connections are labelled immediately.

Certifications, Reports and Compatibility

Applications

Features

• HOOK-TO-HOOK FASTENER TAGS: Hook-to-hook labels for cables in a convenient 100-pack; Self-gripping labels 
are an effective solution for organizing cables and power cords; Ideal for multi-monitor workstations, office cable 
management, and server rooms

• OPTIMIZE CABLE MANAGEMENT: Enhance cord management using these write-on label tags; Neatly arrange 
and tag cables for quick visual identification; Hook-to-Hook fastener design is adjustable, reusable, and will not leave 
an adhesive residue



• SIMPLIFY TROUBLESHOOTING: Swiftly identify cables using the label tags to address connectivity issues and 
streamline troubleshooting; Write directly onto the label with a dark ink permanent marker

• SPECS: Dimensions: 3.5in L x 0.74in H (90mm x 19mm); Colour: White; Qty: 100; Fastening: 
Hook-to-Hook/press-to-close; Ideal for use with permanent markers; NOTE: Inked labels cannot be erased

• THE IT PRO'S CHOICE: Designed and built for IT Professionals, our products are backed by free lifetime 24/5 
multilingual technical assistance, ensuring optimal performance and support throughout their lifecycle

Environmental

Warranty 2 Years

Operating Temperature -10C - 80C  (-14F - 176F)

Storage Temperature -10C - 80C  (-14F - 176F)

Humidity n/a

Physical 
Characteristics

Color White

Product Length 3.5 in [9.0 cm]

Product Width 0.7 in [1.9 cm]

Product Height 0.0 in [0.0 mm]

Weight of Product 0.0 oz [0.0 g]

Packaging 
Information

Package Quantity 100

Package Length 5.0 in [12.8 cm]

Package Width 8.7 in [22.0 cm]

Package Height 1.1 in [2.8 cm]

Shipping (Package) 
Weight

3.2 oz [92.0 g]

What's in the Box

Included in Package 100 - Hook-to-Hook Cable Tag

*Product appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice.


